Corrigendum

Sereno, P.C (2007) Logical basis for morphological characters in phylogenetics, Cladistics 23, 565–587: the author would like to make three amendments to his article:

1. Page 576, left column, Schemes. \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \) should be transposed in both schemes, so that they look like this:

```
  C -- SS
 /     \
L_2   L_1
```

Maxilla, anterior process: present (0); absent (1).

```
  C -- SS
 /     \
L_2   L_1
   \   /  \
    v  v_0
```

Maxilla, anterior process, length relative to the posterior process: shorter (0); longer (1).

2. Page 576, right column, line 25. Replace “qualifier” with “variable”, so that the line reads:

include one variable and, optionally, more than two

3. Page 577, Table 7, No. 3, right hand column. Delete the phrase “‘larger than X’ or”, so that the paragraph reads

Dimensionless comparisons or ratios involving geometric shape; quantification involves relative terms (e.g., “most acute angle”)
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